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AAbstrbstractact.. The quality of a forming process highly depends on the pressure applied to the workpiece.

Consequently, the demand for higher workpiece qualities results in a demand for tools that can withstand

high compressive stresses. Moreover, the tendency of using materials like high-strength steels as workpiece

material, urges the need for tool materials that can withstand high compressive stresses and are resistant to

wear. A class of materials that offer a combination of hardness or wear resistance and ductility are cemented

carbides. However, these properties hamper their machining with conventional cutting technologies. Due to

its electro-thermal working principle, Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) is able to machine materials

independently from their mechanical properties. On the other hand, the removal process is accompanied by

thermal stresses, which can cause residual stresses and micro cracks near the machined surface. Due to their

pre-existing stresses from the sintering process, cemented carbides are especially susceptible for these kind of

damages. It is therefore necessary to identify the impact of EDM on the material. Different machining strategies

are tested with two different types of cemented carbides and examined regarding their fracture toughness.

The crack surfaces resulting from the three point bending test are microscopically inspected regarding failure

initiation. Additionally pin-on-disc tests are conducted to determine the influence of the EDM strategies on the

tribological properties of the machined cemented carbides.

KKeeywyworordsds. Electrical Discharge Machining, Cemented Carbide, Fracture Toughness

1 Intr1 Introductionoduction

Forming processes become increasingly important in manufacturing due to the superb properties of formed parts

and their material utilization [1]. Nevertheless, several trends increase the challenges the forming industry is facing.

One trend is the implementation of lightweight design, which utilizes higher-strength workpiece materials that enable

parts with thinner wall thicknesses. Furthermore, these trends also aim for net-shape part production, which reduces

subsequent machining steps and therefore has to create a variety of different shapes and produce parts with higher

accuracy and lower tolerances. Both examples result in higher tool loads that reduce their durability [2, 3]. Since

conventional tooling solutions cannot meet these increased demands, new materials have to be applied. A class of

materials that is able to withstand these increased compressive stresses and is very resistant to wear is that of

cemented carbides [4]. However, conventional machining of cemented carbides is hindered due to the properties that
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its use as a tool material benefits from. Depending on the composition of the cemented carbide and the required

geometry, machining becomes either very uneconomical because of expensive tools and long machining durations

or machining is not possible at all [5]. Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) can provide a feasible alternative that

enables machining of a large variety of geometries and material compositions. Due to its thermo-electrical working

principle that melts and evaporates the workpiece material, it can machine materials independently from their

mechanical properties [6]. Although, EDM remains to have a bad reputation caused by early investigations on the

influence of the EDM process on surface integrity of cemented carbides and the resulting mechanical properties. Since

cemented carbides consist of two or more components that have different thermo-physical properties and the EDM

process punctually applies heat for short durations, large spatial and temporal thermal gradients occur and can cause

tremendous residual stresses. This can result in cracks caused already during machining but also in premature failure

of the workpiece during its application [7]. In order to overcome these difficulties and reduce the negative impact EDM

can have on the mechanical properties of the workpiece, different post processing strategies like high temperature

annealing or polishing can be applied [7, 8]. Another approach is to continue ED-machining with needle type discharges

that provide a reduced discharge energy within a shorter discharge duration. Since these findings by Juhr et al. [9]

show promising results on the bearable bending fraction stress, but were only applicable for Wire-EDM, Bergs et al.

[10] investigated appropriate super-finishing strategies for Sinking-EDM. It was shown that the negative impact on the

surface integrity of the cemented carbides can be reduced and therefore the averagely bearable bending stress in the

flexural fatigue tests could be increased [10]. In this paper, named findings are broadened through presenting further

mechanical and tribological properties of cemented carbides, which were solely machined by EDM.

2 Experimental Setup2 Experimental Setup

The tribological properties were tested on a lathe equipped with a shaft as depicted in Figure 1 a). In this pin-on-

cylinder setup [11], a pin is forced onto a rotating counterpart. Similar to a pin-on-disk test, the rotation is maintained

at a constant speed and the resulting force acting tangentially is measured. The pins consisted of cemented carbide,

while there were three pins of each material and surface condition. Additionally, two ground pins of both materials

were used as a reference. The shaft consisted of peened steel 42CrMo4. The traverse rupture strength was determined

using five specimens of two different cemented carbide grades and three varying machining strategies. The tests were

executed on a Shimadzu universal testing machine by the company Ceratizit. The tests were conducted according to ISO

3327 with a rectangular, type B shape as displayed in Figure 1 b). Since the test pieces were machined post sintering,

only small chamfers were needed on the long side of the specimens resulting in the correction factor being k =1 [12].

The stress was increased with a speed of 50 MPa/s.
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Fig. 1: a) Pin-on-CFig. 1: a) Pin-on-Cyylinder tlinder test setup fest setup for detor determination of the coefficient of friction and termination of the coefficient of friction and testing paresting parametameters; b) 3-pointers; b) 3-point

bending tbending test setup fest setup for detor determination of trermination of traavverse rupturerse rupture stre strength and tength and testing paresting parametameters.ers.

Two grades of WC-Co cemented carbides, as obtainable at Ceratizit, are examined. Their composition and mechanical

properties can be found in Figure 2 a). Primarily, the specimens were cut close to their desired shape through Wire-EDM

on a GFMS CUT 2000 X OilTech. The best available machining technology with seven trim cuts and an aimed surface

roughness of Ra = 0.2 μm was chosen in order to reduce the impact this preparation step has on the investigation. The

remaining offset on the specimens, as depicted in Figure 2 b), was removed with Sinking-EDM on a GFMS FORM 2000

VHP. In both machines, the dielectric Ionoplus IME-MH by oelheld was used. The wire electrode was plain brass with

a diameter of 0.2 mm and the sinking electrodes consisted of copper-tungsten with 80 wt.-% tungsten. The machining

parameters and the classification of the different machining strategies are shown in Figure 2 c). The parameter SBOX

is the dominant factor determining the capacitors used in the corresponding machining step and thus determines the

discharge energy. However, the parameter is encrypted and the number does not correspond to the actual physical

capacity. The parameter P denotes the break in between the discharges and the parameter U displays the open circuit

voltage, which shows that the polarity is reversed for all but the last two machining steps to reduce wear. The values

given in the coloumn Ra display the arithmetic surface roughness that is expected by the machine tool for the given

parameters. The machine tool also displays parameters I and T which only describe a tendency but not the actual

values [13]. The discharge duration varied between 3 μs and 0.1 μs and the maximum discharge current between 200

A and 3 A. Machining durations, material removal rates and relative wear were measured for all specimens. For some

additional specimens that were not considered during the following tests, surface roughness, recast layer, crack length

and the depth of the heat affected zone were measured.
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Fig. 2: a) Composition and mechanical prFig. 2: a) Composition and mechanical properties of both cementoperties of both cemented cared carbide grbide grades accorades according tding to Cero Ceratizit; b) geometryatizit; b) geometry

of both types of specimen; c) SEDM parof both types of specimen; c) SEDM parametameters and assignment of machining strers and assignment of machining stratategies.egies.

3 R3 Resultsesults

The material removal rate (MRR) of the Sinking-EDM process is presented in Figure 3 a) for both materials and all

machining strategies. It can be seen, that the coarser grained material CTF30 is machined almost twice as fast as UMG01

during the roughing operation. The reason for this large difference can most likely be found in the binder content of the

two materials. CTF30 has a binder content of approximately 15 wt.-% and UMG01 is almost free of binder. The binding

cobalt has a melting temperature that is well below that of tungsten-carbide. It is possible, that entire WC-grains are

ejected because the surrounding binder has been molten and removed [14]. Therefore, less material has to be removed

thermally and the process is faster. The difference of MRR between the two materials becomes smaller the more

machining steps are conducted. This may be caused by the reduced discharge energy that cannot remove the entire

binder material surrounding the WC-grains and therefore all the material has to be removed thermally. Figure 3 b)

displays the average surface roughness Ra of both materials and all investigated surface conditions. It is revealed that

the surface roughness of the finely grained material UMG01 is lower for all surface conditions. Even though the grain

size of CTF30 is larger than that of UMG01, the worse surface roughness can not be attributed to this circumstance.

As stated by Bergs et al. [10], in the SEM images of the cross sections it was observed, that the grains are completely

covered by the molten and resolidified white layer for roughing and finishing. Only for the cross sections of the super-

finished workpieces the carbide grains are close enough to the surface, but the difference between the two materials

becomes almost negligibly small. Accordingly to the MRR, the actual reason can be found in the compositions of the

materials. Since the white layer of CTF30 contains large amount of cobalt, more material can be molten per discharge

and the average crater sizes are larger than those of UMG01 that almost does not contain any cobalt.
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Fig. 3: a) MatFig. 3: a) Material rerial remoemovval ral ratate of the Sinking-EDM pre of the Sinking-EDM process focess for both mator both materials and all threrials and all three machining stree machining stratategies; b)egies; b)

aavvererage surfage surface race rougoughness of both mathness of both materials and all inerials and all invvestigestigatated surfed surface conditions.ace conditions.

The coefficient of friction (COF), which is depicted in Figure 4 a), was calculated by dividing the resulting tangential

force by the force that was applied perpendicular to the surface of the cylinder. It was expected that the COF displays

the same tendencies as the surface roughness of the different cemented carbide pins, with a larger friction coefficient

for the roughed and finished pins than for the super-finished and the ground pins. On the one hand, it can be seen that

the different COFs of CTF30 do not differ largely once the uncertainty of the measurement is taken into account. On

the other hand, for finely grained material UMG01, the confidence of the results is larger and the results resemble the

graph of the surface roughness. In this investigation, both materials had a COF of less than μ = 0.2. Llanes et al. [15]

found slightly larger COFs for three machining strategies that resulted in similar surface roughnesses and with a similar

pin material to CTF30. Three additional tests with even better resulting surfaces, were giving COFs around μ = 0.1.

Zhao et al. [16], who were using polished cemented carbide pins with a surface roughness of Ra = 0.5 μm found a COF

of μ = 0.4. Although, they were testing with a titanium alloy as counterpart and at a significantly higher sliding velocity

of v = 95 m/min. Fang et al. [17] used a material similar to CTF30, which was laser textured and found a COF slightly

lower, in the same range as UMG01, between μ = 0.1 and μ = 0.15. This is most likely caused by the lubricant that

was fed into the contact zone. However, it has to be noted, that the sliding distance employed by Zhao et al. [16] was

significantly longer than those in the present tests and those presented by Fang et al. [17]. The present experiments

were discontinued shortly after a loud squeaking noise occurred. Because of the geometry of the sliding pair, a linear

contact as opposed to the desired point contact was present and most likely caused a stick-slip effect that created the

noise. The time until the noise occurred is depicted in Figure 4 b) and the corresponding maximum sliding distance is

approximately 1.25 m. Only little dependencies between the two graphs can be found in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: a) Coefficient of friction fFig. 4: a) Coefficient of friction for both mator both materials and all ferials and all four surfour surface conditions; b) Time until vibrace conditions; b) Time until vibration noise startation noise starteded

and trial wand trial was discontinued fas discontinued for both mator both materials and all ferials and all four surfour surface conditions.ace conditions.

The average white layer thickness of both materials after all three ED-machining sequences are depicted in Figure

5 a) [10]. The differences between the two materials can be explained according to the explanation of the different

surface roughness above. The material CTF30 contains a lot more cobalt which already melts at lower temperatures

and therefore the craters, but also the elevations at the rim of the crater become larger. The reverse of this effect for

the super-finished specimens can be explained similarly. The white layer of UMG01 consists mostly of tungsten carbide

and is therefore more difficult to remove [6].

Fig. 5: a) AFig. 5: a) Avvererage wage whithite lae layyer thickness [10] and b) aer thickness [10] and b) avvererage crage crack length of both matack length of both materials afterials after differ differerent ED-ent ED-

machining sequences.machining sequences.

The crack length, given in Figure 5 b), was measured only within the base material and heat affected zone

perpendicularly to the surface. The roughed surfaces showed some relatively large cracks in both materials. For the

finished parts, the crack length has decreased significantly for both materials. For CTF30 however, the additional

machining step does not reduce the crack length any further. Only for UMG01, the crack length can be reduced further

with the super-finishing process.

The traverse rupture strength (TRS) for both materials and all three eroded surface conditions is shown in Figure 6 a).

It becomes apparent that the machining strategy has a clear impact on the maximum stress the specimens could bear

before they broke. The enhanced surface conditions after finishing and super-finishing can increase the TRS by 150%.

It can also be seen that the finely grained UMG01 can only withstand lower maximum stresses than the coarser CTF30.

This is mostly caused by the different binder contents of the two materials and the slightly different properties of the

surfaces cannot be hold responsible for this signi ficant deviation. However, even after super-finishing, the TRS of both

materials lacks behind the values given by the manufacturer Ceratizit. CTF30 stays 20% behind the given value and

UMG01 almost 50%. It has to be noted that even after super-finishing, the influence of EDM cannot be neglected.

Figure 6 b) displays the hardness of both materials and all surface conditions. It is revealed that the influence of EDM

on CTF30 is negligibly small. However, the excessively harder UMG01 displays great losses caused by EDM, while the

influence is diminished through the finishing and super-finishing operations. The lower hardness of the ED-machined

UMG01 can be attributed to the white layer, which is a lot larger than the grain size and thus the grain boundary

strengthening effect is reduced. Fang [18] described a dependency between TRS and hardness. However, the TRS

values described by him were not reached in this investigation and the tendency for CTF30 is reversed. For UMG01 the

hardness is above those investigated by Fang and the TRS is below as well.
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Fig. 6: a) TFig. 6: a) Trraavverse rupturerse rupture stre strength of both matength of both materials and all threrials and all three surfee surface conditions; b) Vickace conditions; b) Vickers harers hardness of bothdness of both

matmaterials and all threrials and all three surfee surface conditions.ace conditions.

The crack surfaces that result from the 3-point bending test are presented in Figure 7. There the surfaces of CTF30 and

UMG01 are compared for the roughed and the super-finished specimens. The roughed CTF30 specimen shows a very

flat crack surface without any distinct changes. However, the crack surface of the super-finished specimen has a few

ratchet marks and appears very rough. Once the crack is initiated, it will propagate through the material along the least

energy-consuming path. Since the processing zone at the tip of the crack is relatively little for the roughed specimen,

the crack can only continue perpendicular to the largest stress. Because the crack initiating flaws caused by the super-

finishing process are a lot smaller than those introduced by roughing, they can be halted by work-hardening. However,

at some load, the final crack is initiated and propagates with a comparably large processing zone, which allows the

crack to take more distant options to propagate with fewer energy [19, 20].

Fig. 7: CrFig. 7: Crack surfack surfaces aftaces after the 3-point bending ter the 3-point bending test of both matest of both materials and afterials and after differ differerent EDM sequences.ent EDM sequences.

The crack surfaces of all UMG01 specimens show more ridges and ratchet marks than any of the CTF30 specimens.

Because there is almost no binder in UMG01 and the crack propagation along and within WC-grains consumes less

energy than that within the binder or along the boundary between binder and carbide grain, there is little resistance in

the material to prevent the crack [19]. Both UMG01 surfaces look glossy in comparison with the prior described CTF30

surfaces, which is caused by the intergranular cracks between the tungsten carbide grains which reveal the grain

surfaces of the tungsten carbide grains [20].

4 Conclusion4 Conclusion

In this study, mechanical and tribological parameters of two cemented carbides grades machined by different electrical

discharge machining strategies were investigated. Additionally, the results were compared with their own reference
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trials, information given by the manufacturer and literature. It was tried to identify dependencies between the

properties that describe the surface integrity of the tested specimens with their mechanical and tribological properties.

However, it was not possible to find dependencies between the coefficient of friction and the average surface roughness.

Nevertheless, the results were in good accordance with some of the considered literature. The white layer and average

crack length of both materials corresponded very well with the reduced discharge energies of subsequent machining

steps. The white layer was mostly reduced through super finishing while the crack length declined already after

finishing and only slight improvements were made through super finishing. The strong impact these surface conditions

have at the mechanical properties was expressed with the results of the 3-point bending tests. The traverse rupture

strength shows a strong dependency from the machining strategy. However, even with the best machining strategy is

was not possible to meet the TRS values given by the manufacturer of the cemented carbides. Especially the ultra-

fine grained and almost binder free material UMG01 only reaches half the TRS value given by Ceratizit. The smaller

resistance to crack propagation of UMG01 could be seen in the portrayed crack surfaces as well.
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